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IN THE COURT OF JUDICIAL MAGISTRATE 1ST CLASS AT Kamrup(M).

Present: ARPITA KAR, A.J.S.

              

                                       G.R.NO.5761/09

                                U/S 468/471/420/511/34 I.P.C.

 

   STATE OF ASSAM

            Vs

1. Smti. Nibedita Deka

2. Sri Pabitra Saikia.

..............Accused Person.

Advocate Appeared:-

           

      For Prosecution: Smti. S. Yasmin, Learned A.P.P.

      For Defence: Sri H.Haque, Mrs. A.Khanam, Sri B.Deka, Sri N.K.Das.

Charge Framed on: 14.03.2016

Evidence recorded on:  07.04.2016,  06.05.2016,  02.06.2016,  11.07.2016, 

09.08.2016, 20.06.2017, 28.07.2017,

Arguments heard on: 08.09.2017

Judgment delivered on: 21.09.2017
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J U D G M E N T

1. Prosecution story in brief is that on 23.06.2009 Sri Diju Kalita, who 

is the head master of Sabitri Bharali High School lodged a F.I.R. 

alleging inter alia that Smti. Nibedita Deka who was a student of 

their  School,  appeared  for  the  H.S.L.C.  examination  from  their 

School in the year 2007 but she failed in the said examination. On 

02.06.2009, Smti. Nibedita Deka came to their School and applied 

for a gap certificate from the year 2007-2009. On perusal of the 

documents submitted by Smti. Nibedita Deka, the informant came 

to  know that  the certificate  in  the name of  Sabitri  Bharali  High 

School,  which was submitted by her  while  applying  for  the  gap 

certificate was a forged one and the seal, signature etc. appearing 

in the said certificate in the name of   Sabitri Bharali High School 

varied form the original certificate of their School. He then kept the 

mark sheet  and the certificate produced by Smti.  Nibedita  Deka 

with him and informed the father of Smti. Nibedita Deka. The father 

of  Smti.  Nibedita Deka came to their  School  on 04.06.2009 and 

gave them a statement in writing confessing that the mark sheet 

and certificate as produced by Smti. Nibedita Deka were obtained 

from Sri Pabitra Saikia. They also informed the matter to the School 

inspector and S.E.B.A. On 21.06.2009 a meeting was held in their 

School and as per the resolution of the said meeting he has lodged 

the F.I.R. 

2. On receipt of the F.I.R. Dispur P.S. case No. 729/09 was registered 

and investigated into. During Investigation seizures were made by 

the  police.  On  completion  of  the  investigation  the  I.O.  has 
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submitted the Charge sheet U/S 468/471/420/34 I.P.C. against the 

accused Smti.Nibedita Deka, Sri Pabitra Saikia and Sri Babu Rava.

3. The attendance of the accused Babu Rava could not be procured 

inspite of best efforts and as such vide order dated 31.12.2015 the 

case against him was split up upon the prayer of the co-accused.

4. The defence Story is of total denial. On their appearance before the 

Court copies of relevant documents were furnished to them as per 

sec 207 Cr.P.C. Upon hearing both sides and after perusal of C.D. 

grounds  for  proceeding  U/S  468/471/34  I.P.C.  and  420/511/34 

I.P.C. were found against the accused Smti. Nibedita Deka and Sri 

Pabitra Saikia and accordingly charges under the said sections were 

framed  against  them.  The  particulars  of  the  charges  U/S 

468/471/34  I.P.C.  and  420/511/34  I.P.C.  were  read  over  and 

explained  to  the  accused  to  which  they  pleaded  not  guilty  and 

claimed to be tried. 

5. During trail prosecution side examined 8 P.W.s. The statement of 

the accused were recorded u/s 313 Cr.P.C. They denied adducing 

D.W.s.

6.  I heard  arguments  for  both  sides  and  also  perused  the  case 

record. 

7. POINTS FOR DETERMINATION:-  

A. Whether  the  accused on  or  about  02.06.2009  at  Dispur, 

Kamrup(M) in furtherance of their common intention forged the certificate 
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of Sabitri Bharali High School intending that the same shall be used for the 

purpose of cheating?

B. Whether the accused on or about  the same day, time and place in 

furtherance of their common intention used the forged certificate of Sabitri 

Bharali High School as genuine one knowing or having reason to believe it  

to be a forged one?

C. Whether the accused on or about the same date, time and place in 

furtherance of their common intention attempted to cheat the headmaster 

of Sabitri Bharali High School and thereby dishonestly attempted to induce 

him to deliver the gap certificate to them?

DISCUSSION, DECISION AND REASONS THEREOF:-

8. The informant of this case Sri Diju Kr.Kalita deposed as P.W.1. In his 

evidence as P.W.1, he reiterated the facts as stated in the F.I.R. 

lodged  by  him.  He  deposed  that  he  knows  the  accused.  The 

accused Smti.  Nibedita Deka was a student of  his  School.  Smti. 

Nibedita Deka failed in the matriculation examination in which she 

appeared in the year 2007. On 02.06.2009 she came to the School 

for obtaining a gap certificate for studying Higher Secondary. When 

the informant wanted to see her mark sheet and certificate, she 

produced some mark sheet and certificate which appeared to be 

duplicate. On being asked Smti. Nibedita Deka told him that she 

obtained those, after re-examining her papers, which she applied 

for. The informant then told Smti. Nibedita Deka that he has never 

signed any paper or form allowing or permitting her to re-call or re-

examine her papers. He then informed the father of Smti. Nibedita 

Deka, who told him that Mr. Pabitra Saikia gave those documents to 

them.  The  father  of  Smti.  Nibedita  Deka  also  gave  him  an 

application  writing  the  same.  Thereafter  the  matter  was  the 

informed to S.E.B.A. and a meeting was called for. Later the F.I.R. 
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was lodged as per the decision of the said meeting. The F.I.R. is 

exhibited as Exbt-1 wherein Exbt-1(1) is his signature. The seizure 

list are exhibited as Exbt-2 and 3 wherein Exbt-2(1) and 3(1) are 

his signatures. The P.W.1 deposed that the certificates produced by 

Smti. Nibedita Deka were duplicate.

    In his cross-examination for Smti. Nibedita Deka he deposed that 

the F.I.R. was lodged by him in the year 2009 but he could not say about 

the exact date of lodging the F.I.R. He deposed that on 04.06.2009, the 

father of  Smti. Nibedita Deka gave him an application alleging that the 

mark sheet and the certificates are forged. He admitted that he has not 

lodged the F.I.R. on the date of occurrence. He stated that in his F.I.R. he 

has not mentioned about the application by the father of Smti. Nibedita 

Deka or that he has informed the concerned authority about the matter. 

He admitted that after the occurrence Smti. Nibedita Deka did not visit 

them again for admission purpose. He admitted that he does not know if 

the accused Smti. Nibedita Deka has obtained admission by using those 

forged documents. He denied the suggestion that being unaware about 

the fact that the documents were forged, she produced the same before 

him and that further Smti. Nibedita Deka never used those documents.

   In his cross-examination for Sri Pabitra Saikia he deposed that the 

case was filed against Smti. Nibedita Deka and he does not know how 

many accused are there in this case. He admitted that he does not know 

Sri Pabitra Saikia personally and saw him at the police station. He deposed 

that he has never seen any false mark sheet, certificate in his hand  and 

that the allegations against Sri Pabitra Saikia are not within  his personal 

knowledge. He admitted that he does not know if Sri Pabitra Saikia has 

ever given those mark sheets to  Smti.  Nibedita Deka or not. He stated 

that the documents were seized by the police from his School. 
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9. P.W.2, Sri Hareswar Kalita deposed that the informant of this case is 

a head master. He has fully corroborated the statement of P.W.1. 

P.W.2 deposed that the accused Smti. Nibedita Deka went to their 

School for obtaining a gap certificate. She came with a mark sheet 

to apply for the gap certificate. He then became suspicious because 

the name of Smti.  Nibedita Deka was not there in the pass list. 

Although Smti. Nibedita Deka told them that she has passed the 

examination after re-calling her papers but on an enquiry made by 

them, they were informed by S.E.B.A that Smti. Nibedita Deka has 

never passed the examination. Later they came to know that the 

accused Smti. Nibedita Deka has made forged mark sheets. Smti. 

Nibedita Deka also produced a certificate of their School but the 

said certificate was also forged and was not issued by their School. 

The matter was thereafter informed to their Committe and police 

station. He deposed that police seized the mark sheets, certificate 

etc. The seizure list is exhibited as Exbt-3 wherein Exbt-3(2) is his 

signature. He deposed that he was present when the seizures were 

made.

            In his cross-examination he deposed that he does not know if the 

accused  were  aware  or  not  about  the  fact  that  the  documents  were 

forged.  He  deposed  that  with  the  forged  documents,  the  accused 

approached them for gap certificate and not for admission in their School. 

He admitted that he is not aware if Smti. Nibedita Deka took admission 

anywhere  by  using  those  forged  documents.  He  deposed  that  the 

documents  were  seized  from  their  head  master  and  not  from  Smti. 

Nibedita Deka. He denied the fact that Smti. Nibedita Deka did not come 

with  forged  documents.  He  deposed  that  Pabitra  Saikia  came to  their 

School with Smti. Nibedita Deka and he  never saw Pabitra Saikia before 

that day. Pabitra Saikia  never gave any documents to them and he had 

also never seen any documents in his hands. 
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10. P.W.3, Sri Hare Krishna Deka deposed that he is the father of Smti. 

Nibedita Deka. He admitted that his daughter, Smti. Nibedita Deka 

failed  in  the  H.S.L.C.  examination.  When  Smti.  Nibedita  Deka 

discussed  about  the  matter  with  Pabitra  Saikia,  he  told  Smti. 

Nibedita  Deka that  he can re-call  the copies.  Thereafter,  Pabitra 

Sakia  gave  a  mark  sheet  to  Smti.  Nibedita  Deka.  When  Smti. 

Nibedita Deka went to School with the said mark sheet, they came 

to know that the mark sheet and the Certificate given by Pabitra 

Saikia  were  forged.  He  was  called  by  the  head  master  of  the 

School. Since an offence was committed hence, he told the head 

master  to  do  whatever  they  deem  fit.  He  had  also  given  an 

application to the headmaster of the School for enquiring into the 

matter of forged mark sheet and documents. He admitted that he 

has seen a photocopy of the said application by him on the record.

             In his Cross-examination he deposed that the School in which 

Smti.  Nibedita  Deka  studied  was  a  High  School.  He  stated  that  Smti. 

Nibedita Deka was not aware about the fact  that the documents were 

forged.  The said  documents  were  given  to  her  by  Pabitra  Saikia.  The 

documents were not used by the accused for cheating purpose. He stated 

that nothing was seized by the police in his presence. He stated that the 

accused Sri Pabitra Saikia stayed on rent near to their house. He stated 

that his daughter informed him that the mark sheet was given to her by 

Sri Pabitra Saikia.

11.  P.W.4, Ranjan Adhikari deposed that the accused Sri Pabitra Saikia 

used to work in a NGO and was his colleague there. Sri  Pabitra 

Saikia was once arrested by police and thereafter he came to know 

that Sri Pabitra Saikia gave duplicate mark sheet, certificate etc. to 
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someone  .The  seizure  list  is  exhibited  as  Exbt-4  wherein  his 

signature is exhibited as Exbt-4(1).

    In his cross-examination he deposed that the police took some 

papers by opening the Almirah but he does not know what those papers 

were about.  He stated that he does not know if  there were any mark 

sheet or not. He stated that he has never seen any duplicate mark sheet 

etc. in the hands of Sri Pabitra Saikia and he signed as police asked him to 

put his signature.

12.  Dr.  Tilaka  Das,  who  is  a  handwriting  expert  was  examined  as 

P.W.5. She deposed that the documents in connection with the case 

No.  729/09  U/S  471/468/420/34  I.P.C.  were  received  by  their 

director and on the same day their director despatched the case to 

their division and the case was allotted to her by their in-charge. 

The opinion was formed by her on 03.08.2010. She received two 

numbers of documents which were marked by her as Q1 and S1 to 

S4. The documents were thoroughly examined by her with the help 

of scientific instruments.  She opined that the person who wrote 

the blue enclosed signatures stamped and marked as S1 to S4 did 

not write the red enclosed signature marked as Q1.

      In her cross-examination she stated that the document sent to 

her was a School Certificate of the Sabitri Bharali School. The specimen 

signatures were sent to them by the police. The signatures were not taken 

in front of her as the procedure does not require so.

13.   Sri  Prabhat Ch. Das who stated his occupation to be a retired 

employee of SEBA deposed as P.W.6. He deposed that in ref. to 

Dispur P.S. case No.729/09 U/S468/471/420/34 I.P.C. he examined 

the mark sheet in respect of Smti. Nibedita Deka bearing Roll B 07 

383 No.0093 of  H.S.L.C. Examination. He verified the said mark 
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sheet and found “fail”. He stated that the marks were false as per 

the record of their office. The Opinion by the Board of secondary 

education  registrar  is  produced and exhibited as  Exbt-6  wherein 

Exbt-6(1) is his signature.

               In his cross-examination he deposed that the opinion was given 

upon the examination of the photocopy of the mark sheet.

14.  P.W.8, Sri Pradip Kr. Dutta who is the investigating officer of this 

case deposed that on 24.06.2009, the headmaster of Sabitri Bharali 

High School lodged a F.I.R. at Odalbakhra out post. At that time he 

was  working  as  I/C  at  Odalbakhra  out  post.  He  was  given  the 

charge to investigate the case after registration of the F.I.R. by the 

O/C. He deposed that he visited the Sabitri  Bharali  High School, 

recorded the statement of  the witnesses and he also seized the 

false certificate, mark sheets and admit card. The seizure lists are 

exhibited as Exbt-2,3, 4 and 5 wherein Exbt-2(2), 3(3), 4(2) are his 

signature. The said seized admit card is produced and exhibited as 

M-Exbt-1. The seized mark sheet of SEBA is produced and exhibited 

as M-Exbt-2.  The registration card of  the SEBA is  produced and 

exhibited  as  M-Exbt-3.  The  seized  certificate  is  produced  and 

exhibited  as  M-Exbt-4.  Another  Seized  mark  sheet  of  SEBA  is 

produced and exhibited as M-Exbt-5. The application by the father 

of Smti. Nibedita Deka given to the head master of Sabitri Bharali 

High School for enquiring into the matter of false certificate and 

mark sheet is produced and exhibited as M-Exbt-6.  He deposed 

that the headmaster of Sabitri Bharali High School told him that the 

certificate shown to be issued by the Sabitri Bharali  High School 

was forged and the signature on the said pass certificate was not 

his signature, hence the same was sent for enquiry to FSL after 

taking the specimen signature of the headmaster. The FSL reported 
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that the said pass certificate was forged. The mark sheets were 

also forged. The father of the accused Nibedita Deka admitted that 

the mark sheet and certificates of her daughter were forged and he 

has also given a written application to the headmaster stating that 

the certificate and mark sheets of his daughter is forged, which is 

produced and exhibited as M-Exbt-6. He deposed that the register 

of result sheet of Sabitri Bharali High School is seized and he has 

given the zimma of the same to the headmaster of Sabitri Bharali 

High School. Thereafter he was transferred and hence he handed 

over the case diary to the then O/C, who entrusted Sri  Loknath 

Deka to complete the remaining investigation and to file the charge 

sheet. Sri Loknath Deka accordingly filed the charge sheet.  

    In his cross-examination he deposed that the mark sheet (M-

Exbt-5) was not sent to FSL. The pass certificate which was sent to FSL 

Was taken from the possession of the School authority. He admitted that 

apart from M-Exbt-4, he has not seized any other pass certificate of the 

said School. He admitted that the photocopy of the mark sheet was sent 

to the Director of S.E.B.A. but contended that the original was shown to 

them. He stated that the photocopy which was sent to the director of 

S.E.B.A. was not seen in Court by him. He admitted that in M-Exbt-6 there 

is a difference of ink used to write the signature and the other contents of 

the  application.  Also  there  appears  to  be  a  difference  of  handwriting 

writing the signature and other contents of the applications. He denied the 

suggestion that he has not investigated the case properly.

15.  P.W.7,  Inspector,  Loknath  Deka  deposed  that  he  has  filed  the 

charge sheet in this case against the accused after finding sufficient 

materials  against  them. The charge sheet is  exhibited as Exbt-7 

wherein his signature is exhibited as Exbt-7(1). The mark sheet of 
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board  of  secondary  education,  registration  card  of  board  of 

secondary  education,  certificate  in  name  of  Sabitri  Bharali  High 

School, mark sheet of board of secondary education, application by 

father of Nibedita Deka to the head master of Sabitri Bharali High 

School praying for enquiring into the matter of  issuance of fake 

certificate are produced and exhibited as M Exbt-3 to 6 respectively. 

M-Exbt-3 was kept under objection by the defence side as the same 

was a photocopy. He deposed that M-Exbt-4 was sent to FSL. The 

zimma number 218/10 vide which the zimma of result sheet was 

given to the head master of Sabitri Bharali High School, Mr. Diju 

Kalita is produced and exhibited as Exbt-2(3). He deposed that the 

certificate and mark sheet produced by the accused Smti. Nibedita 

Deka were false and  forged documents. 

     In his cross-examination he deposed that Sabitri Bharali High 

School is a Govt. School. He admitted that M-Exbt-5 does not contain any 

seal of FSL authorities. He stated that he cannot say if there is any opinion 

from competent authorities showing that M-Exbt-5 is a forged document. 

He stated that the case was not investigated by him.

16. Learned A.P.P. has argued that since there is concrete materials on 

record including the opinion of experts from FSL, which shows that 

the certificate and mark sheet produced by Smti. Nibedita Deka is 

forged and she alleged that she has obtained those from Sri Pabitra 

Saikia, hence  it is proved beyond doubt by the prosecution side 

that  the  accused   produced  forged  mark  sheet  and  certificates 

before the headmaster in order to obtain gap certificate so that the 

accused  Smti.  Nibedita  Deka  can  take  admission  for  studying 

Higher Secondary. It is further submitted that the prosecution side 

has successfully proved all the charges against the accused persons 

for which the accused may be convicted.
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17. Per contra the learned counsel for the accused submitted that the 

accused  Smti.  Nibedita  Deka  never  knew  that  the  mark  sheet 

produced by her were forged and that the prosecution also failed to 

show that the co-accused Sri Pabitra Saikia has given any forged 

mark sheet or certificate to Smti. Nibedita Deka, as the prosecution 

side could not show that the accused Pabitra Saikia went to some 

printing  press  etc  to  print  out  the  mark  sheet  or  certificate. 

Moreover the mark sheet was never sent to FSL for examination 

and only the certificate was sent to the FSL and as such it cannot 

be said that the accused Smti. Nibedita Deka has produced forged 

mark sheet. Also the documents were seized by police from the 

head  master  of  Sabitri  Bharali  High  School  and  not  from Smti. 

Nibedita  Deka  and  hence  it  cannot  be  said  that  she  produced 

forged documents before the head master of Sabitri Bharali High 

School. It is submitted  that the prosecution failed to prove as to 

who has forged those documents and as such all the accused facing 

the trial are entitled for acquittal.

18. The allegations in this case is that the accused Smti. Nibedita Deka 

in furtherance of her common intention with the co-accused Pabitra 

Saikia has produced forged H.S.L.C. mark sheet and pass certificate 

before the   head master of Sabitri Bharali High School with the 

intention  for  obtaining  a  gap  certificate  for  studying  Higher 

Secondary. From the evidence on record it is clear that all the P.W.s 

have stated that  the accused Smti.  Nibedita  Deka has  produced 

forged certificate and mark sheet of H.S.L.C. examination, before 

the headmaster of  Sabitri Bharali High School. The headmaster of 

Sabitri Bharali High School deposed as P.W.1 and have stated that 

on  02.06.2009  Smti.  Nibedita  Deka  came  to  the  School  for 

obtaining a gap certificate for studying Higher Secondary. When he 
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wanted  to  see  the  mark  sheet  and  certificate  of  Smti.  Nibedita 

Deka,  she  produced  some  mark  sheet  and  certificate  which 

appeared to be duplicate and on being asked Smti. Nibedita Deka 

told him that she obtained those, after re-examining her papers, 

which she applied for. The P.W. 2 who is an employee of  Sabitri 

Bharali High School also supported the deposition of P.W.1 in toto. 

The accused Smti. Nibedita Deka in her examination U/S313 Cr.P.C. 

has supported the version of the headmaster of Sabitri Bharali High 

School to the extent that she was a student of Sabitri Bharali High 

School and that on being asked she produced some mark sheets 

and certificate before the head master of Sabitri Bharali High School 

which  she  told  were  obtained  after  re-examining  her  papers. 

However  she  contended  that  those  mark  sheets  and  certificate 

were given to her by Mr. Pabitra Saikia and she took the same by 

believing those to be originals. P.W.8, the investigating officer of 

this case has clearly stated in his evidence that he has seized the 

certificate, M-Exbt-4 and has sent it to FSL as the head master of 

Sabitri  Bharali High School told him that the same was a forged 

one.  Although the learned counsel for the accused has argued that 

the same was not seized from the accused and was seized from the 

School but the defence neither while cross-examining the P.W.s nor 

while arguing the case has alleged that the certificate which was 

sent to FSL was not produced by the accused Smti. Nibedita Deka 

before the head master of  Sabitri Bharali High School. P.W.1 and 

P.W.2 who are respectively the head master and employee of Sabitri 

Bharali High School has clearly stated in their evidence that when 

the  accused  Smti.  Nibedita  Deka  had  produced  the  certificate 

before  them,  it  appeared  to  be  duplicate  and  they  became 

suspicious about the genuineness of the same. P.W.8 has deposed 

that  the  certificate  was  sent  to  FSL  along  with  the  specimen 
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signature of the head master of Sabitri Bharali High School as he 

told him that the same was a forged one and the accused Smti. 

Nibedita Deka in her examination U/S 313 Cr.P.C. has supported the 

deposition of the said P.W.s by admitting the factum of producing a 

certificate before the head master of Sabitri Bharali High School. As 

such  it  becomes  clear  from  the  evidence  on  record  that  the 

certificate sent to FSL was the same certificate that was produced 

by  the  accused  Smti.  Nibedita  Deka  before  the  head  master  of 

Sabitri Bharali High School.

19. Now let us see what the opinion of the expert from FSL was about 

the  said  certificate,  M-Exbt-4  that  was  sent  to  FSL  for  expert 

opinion. The hand writing expert from FSL, Dr. Tilaka Das deposed 

that  after following the prescribed procedures she examined the 

questioned document and compared the disputed signature with 

the supplied specimen signature and opined that the person who 

wrote  the  blue  enclosed  signatures  (which  were  the  specimen 

signatures of the head master which were marked as S1 to S4 by 

her) did not write the red enclosed signature which was marked as 

Q1  by  her  (which  is  the  disputed  signature  appearing  on  the 

questioned  document  i.e.  the  certificate  of  Sabitri  Bharali  High 

School).  The  opinion  given  by  her  about  the  said  questioned 

document was proved by her and the same is marked as Exbt-5. 

Thus it is seen that the handwriting expert from the FSL opined 

that  the  specimen  signature  did  not  match  with  the  signature 

appearing on the questioned document i.e. the certificate (M-Exbt-

4). Hence, the same makes it clear that M-Exbt-4 i.e. the certificate 

produced by Smti. Nibedita Deka is a forged one.

20. The P.W.3, who is the father of the accused Smti. Nibedita Deka 

deposed in his evidence that as an offence was committed, hence 
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he gave an application to the School authorities for investigating 

into the matter of the production of the forged certificate and mark 

sheet, which were obtained by his daughter, Smti. Nibedita Deka 

from Pabitra Saikia. All the P.W.s deposed that Smti. Nibedita Deka 

had  actually  failed  in  her  HSLC  examination  and  the  certificate 

produced by her for obtaining the gap certificate from her School 

was a forged one and the said fact  is  further confirmed by the 

expert from FSL. Hence there remains no iota of doubt and it is 

clearly proved that the pass certificate produced by Smti. Nibedita 

Deka  before  the  head  master  of  Sabitri  Bharali  High  School  for 

obtaining  a  gap  certificate  for  studying higher  secondary  was  a 

forged document.

A. Point of determination No.i:   Whether    the accused   on or about   

02.06.2009  at  Dispur,  Kamrup(M)  in  furtherance  of  their 

common intention forged the certificate of Sabitri Bharali High 

School intending that the same shall be used for the purpose of 

cheating?

21. The allegation against the accused Smti. Nibedita Deka is that she 

has produced a forged mark sheet and certificate before the head 

master of Sabitri Bharali High School for obtaining a gap certificate 

for studying higher secondary and the allegation against the co-

accused Sri Pabitra Saikia is that he gave those mark sheet and 

certificate to the accused Smti. Nibedita Deka. 

22. The learned counsel for the accused has placed his reliance on a 

decision by Hon’ble Madhya Pradesh High Court in  Ramkesh Pate 

Vs The State of M.P. on 7 May,2013  and has submitted that as the 

prosecution could not  prove that  it  were the accused who have 
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forged the mark sheet hence it they cannot be convicted U/S 468 

I.P.C.

23. The following ingredients constitute offence under Section 468 of 

the I.P.C.:-

I) The document in question is forged,

II) Accused forged the document, and

III)  Accused  forged  the  document  intending  that  the  forged 

document would be used for purpose of cheating.

Thus,  offence under Section 468 of  the I.P.C.  is  an aggravated form of 

forgery, for the purpose of cheating a person.

24. On minute consideration of the evidences on record it is clear that the 

allegation against the accused is that accused used the forged mark sheet 

and certificate and not that they have themselves forged the mark sheet 

and  certificate.  Therefore  it  is  glaringly  noticeable  that  there  is  no 

allegation  against  the  accused  regarding  forgery  committed  by 

themselves but they are counted for using forged document. In such view 

of the matter, no inference can be made on the basis of surmises and 

conjectures in a criminal proceeding that the accused themselves have 

forged the certificate.  Hence in my considered opinion no case is made 

out that the accused have forged the certificate of Sabitri Bharali High 

School  for  the purpose of  cheating and that  they have committed an 

offence under section 468/34 I.P.C.

25. Hence  the  accused  Smti.  Nibedita  Deka  and  Sri  Pabitra  Saikia  are 

acquitted from the allegation of this case U/S 468/34 I.P.C.

B. Point  of  determination No.ii:   Whether  the accused on or 

about the  the same day, time and place in furtherance of 

their  common  intention  used  the  forged  certificate  of 

https://indiankanoon.org/doc/556166/
https://indiankanoon.org/doc/556166/
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Sabitri  Bharali  High  School  as  genuine  one  knowing  or 

having reason to believe it to be a forged one  ?  

26. Perusal of Section 471 of the IPC reveals that the offence which is 

described in that section is use of any forged document as genuine. 

It  further  provides  that  the  user  of  such  a  document  shall  be 

punished in the same manner as if he had forged such document. 

Thus actual forgery of such a document on the part of the accused 

is not necessary. What is necessary is use of a forged document. 

The punishment prescribed under Section 471 of the IPC is akin to 

the  punishment  for  forging  such  a  document.  Thus  the  offence 

under Section 471 of the IPC is separate and distinct to the offence 

of actually forging such a document. 

27. The  learned  counsel  for  the  accused  has  relied  on a  decision 

passed by Hon’ble Gujarat High Court in Arvind Balashanker Joshi  

Vs State  of  Gujarat,   1991 Cr.L.J.  2241 and has  submitted that 

when the accused cannot be held guilty under sec 468, then they 

cannot be held guilty under section 471 or 420 I.P.C. because the 

same will include the use of forged document.

28. The learned counsel for the accused has further relied on a decision 

in Abdul Karim Madan Sahab Vs State of Mysore, AIR 1979 SC 1506  

by Hon’ble Apex Court  and has submitted that the accused of the 

instant case were not aware about the certificate being forged and 

hence they cannot be convicted under sec 471 I.P.C.

https://indiankanoon.org/doc/1466184/
https://indiankanoon.org/doc/1466184/
https://indiankanoon.org/doc/1466184/
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29. So the next question which arises in this case is if the accused Smti. 

Nibedita Deka was having the knowledge or reason to believe that 

the  documents  produced  by  her  were  forged  documents.  The 

Hon’ble Apex court in  A.S. Krishnan and Another vs. State of 

Kerala  (2004)11SCC576 observed as follows:- 

        The essential ingredients of Section 471 are:

(i) fraudulent or dishonest use of document as genuine 

(ii) Knowledge or reasonable belief on the part of person using  

the document that it is a forged one. 

   Section 471 is intended to apply to persons other than forger himself,  

but the forger himself is not excluded from the operation of the Section.  

To attract Section 471, it is not necessary that the person held guilty  

under the provision must have forged the document himself or that the  

person  independently  charged  for  forgery  of  the  document  must  of  

necessity be convicted, before the person using the forged document,  

knowing it to be a forged one can be convicted, as long as the fact that  

the document used stood established or proved to be a forged one. The  

act or acts which constitute the commission of the offence of forgery are  

quite different from the act of making use of a forged document. The  

expression 'fraudulently and dishonestly' are defined in Sections 25 and  

24  IPC  respectively.  For  an  offence  under  Section  471,  one  of  the  

necessary ingredients is fraudulent and dishonest use of the document  

as genuine. The act need not be both dishonest and fraudulent. The use  

of document as contemplated by Section 471 must be voluntary one. For  

sustaining  conviction  under  Section  471  it  is  necessary  for  the  

prosecution to prove that accused knew or had reason to believe the  

document to be a forged one. Whether the accused knew or had reason  

to believe the document in question to be a forged has to be adjudicated  

on the basis  of  materials  and the finding  recorded in  that  regard  is  

essentially factual. 
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Under the IPC, guilt  in respect of almost all  the offences is fastened  

either  on  the  ground  of  "intention"  or  "knowledge"  or  "reason  to  

believe". We are now concerned with the expressions "knowledge" and  

"reason to believe".  "Knowledge" is  an awareness on the part of  the  

person concerned indicating his  state of mind. "Reason to believe" is  

another facet of the state of mind. "Reason to believe" is not the same  

thing as "suspicion" or "doubt" and mere seeing also cannot be equated  

to  believing.  "Reason to  believe"  is  a  higher  level  of  state  of  mind.  

Likewise "knowledge" will  be slightly on higher plane than "reason to  

believe".  A person can be supposed to know where there is  a direct  

appeal  to his  senses and a person is  presumed to have a reason to  

believe if he has sufficient cause to believe the same. Section 26 IPC  

explains the meaning of the words "reason to believe" thus: 

26 - "Reason to believe": A person is said to have 'reason to believe' a  

thing, if he has sufficient cause to believe that thing but not otherwise." 

 In  substance  what  it  means  is  that  a  person must  have  reason to  

believe if the circumstances are such that a reasonable man would, by  

probable reasoning, conclude or infer regarding the nature of the thing  

concerned.  Such  circumstances  need  not  necessarily  be  capable  of  

absolute conviction or inference; but it is sufficient if the circumstances  

are such creating a cause to  believe by chain or  probable  reasoning  

leading to the conclusion or inference about the nature of  the thing.  

These two requirements i.e. "knowledge" and "reason to believe" have  

to be deduced from various circumstances in the case. 

30. Thus what transpires from the aforesaid proposition of Law is that 

the accused need not himself forge the document and commit an 

offence U/S 468 I.P.C. for committing an offence U/S 471 I.P.C. but 

for commission of an offence U/S 471 I.P.C. the accused must use a 

forged document and he must have the knowledge or reason to 

believe that the document was a forged one. Keeping in view the 

aforesaid  proposition  of  law  let  me  now  turn  to  the  facts  and 

evidence of the instant case.  In the present case it  has already 
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been held that the accused Smti. Nibedita Deka used the forged 

certificate  for  obtaining  a  gap  certificate.  The  accused  Smti. 

Nibedita Deka has contended that she has obtained the said mark 

sheet  and  certificate  from  the  co-accused,  Pabitra  Saikia  by 

believing them to be originals as the co-accused, Pabitra Saikia told 

her that she can pass the exam if she re-calls her papers and she 

accordingly re-called her papers, after 2-3 months of which she was 

given those mark sheets and certificates by Pabitra Saikia. Now as 

it  has  already  been  held  that  the  certificate  produced  by  the 

accused Smti. Nibedita Deka was a forged document but she has 

contended  that  the  same  was  given  to  her  by  the  co-accused 

Pabitra Saikia, which she took believing to be originals, hence as 

per the Law of evidence it is the onus of the accused to prove that 

she took the said mark sheet and certificate believing the same to 

be originals. So let us now see if the accused has been able or not 

to shift the onus by raising a probable defence.

31.  At  this  juncture it  would be prudent to refer  to  a legal  maxim 

which reads as  “  Affirmantis  non negante incombit  probatio  “ – 

which means the burden of proof lies upon the person who affirms 

and not  upon one who denies.  In  the instant case the accused 

Smti. Nibedita Deka contended that she has taken the mark sheet 

and  certificate  from Pabitra  Saikia  by  believing  the  same to  be 

originals and those were obtained after re-calling her copies of the 

H.S.L.C. examination, in which as per P.W.1 she appeared in the 

year 2007 but could not come out successfully.  P.W.1 and P.W.2 

have also deposed that Smti. Nibedita Deka told them that she has 

passed  the  H.S.L.C.  examination  after  re-examining  her  copies. 

Thus from the version of the Smti. Nibedita Deka it becomes clear 

that she has tried to take a plea that she has passed her H.S.L.C. 
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examination  after  re-calling/examining  her  copies  and  has  thus 

obtained the mark sheet and certificates, which are already held to 

be  forged.  Now  for  re-calling/re-examining  any  copy  of  any 

examination in any organisation there will be some prescribed rules 

which amongst many other rules must include that the candidate 

will have to give an application and will have to pay the requisite 

fee for re-calling/examining the copies. In the instant case though 

the accused Smti. Nibedita Deka has taken a plea that she has got 

the mark sheet and certificate after re-calling/examining her copies 

but she could neither produce any copy of an application showing 

that she has ever applied for re-calling/examining her copies nor 

could she produce any copy of receipt showing the payment of the 

requisite fees for re-calling/examining her copies. The headmaster 

of her School who was examined as P.W.1 has clearly deposed that 

he has never signed any paper or form allowing the accused Smti. 

Nibedita  Deka  to  re-call  her  papers.  Thus  it  becomes  glaringly 

noticeable  that  apart  from  mere  statement  the  accused  Smti. 

Nibedita Deka could not produce any cogent materials on record to 

show that she has ever applied for re-calling/examining the copies 

of H.S.L.C. examination in which she has actually failed. In addition 

to  the  above,  although  the  accused  Smti.  Nibedita  Deka  has 

contended that she has obtained those mark sheet from the co-

accused Pabitra Saikia after believing the same to be genuine one 

but in the entire evidence on record nowhere the accused Smti. 

Nibedita Deka could show that the co-accused Pabitra Saikia was 

inimical towards her. She also could not show any motive for which 

Pabitra Saikia would give her the forged mark sheet and certificate. 

It is deposed by the P.W.1 and P.W.2 that by using the said forged 

document Smti. Nibedita Deka went to their School for obtaining a 

gap certificate for studying Higher secondary examination, which 
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shows  that  the  said  forged  documents  were  produced  for  the 

benefit  of  the  accused  Smti.  Nibedita  Deka.  The  said  forged 

certificate  will  not  beget  any  benefit  to  the  co-accused  Pabitra 

Saikia  in  any manner  and the  same was  for  the benefit  of  the 

accused  Smti.  Nibedita  Deka  only.   Hence  the  said  fact  gives 

credence to the claim of the prosecution that the accused Smti. 

Nibedita Deka in furtherance of her common intention with the co-

accused Pabitra Saikia have used the forged certificate as genuine 

one knowing or having reason to believe it to be a forged one.

32.  The accused Sri Pabitra Saikia in his examination U/S 313 Cr.P.C. 

has contended that he has given the certificate to Smti. Nibedita 

Deka by obtaining the same from one Babu Rabha.  However Sri 

Pabitra  Saikia  failed  to  show any  reasons  as  to  why he had to 

obtain the certificate from Babu Rabha and it is incomprehensible 

as  to  why  the  said  Babu  Rabha  would  give  him  any  forged 

certificate without having any reason to do so. The accused Smti. 

Nibedita Deka and her father who deposed as P.W.3 stated that Sri 

Pabitra Saikia told Smti.  Nibedita Deka that she can pass in the 

H.S.L.C. after re-calling her copies to which she agreed and after 

some days Sri Pabitra Saikia gave her the said certificate. Unlike 

Smti.  Nibedita  Deka,  Pabitra  Saikia  also  failed  to  show  any 

application or any receipt of payment of requisite fee for applying 

for  re-calling  the  copies  of  HS.L.C.  Examination  in  which  Smti. 

Nibedita Deka appeared but could not pass. Thus it can very well 

be inferred that the accused Pabitra Saikia being well aware about 

the fact that the certificate was a forged one, gave the same to 

Smti. Nibedita Deka. Hence the said fact corroborates the allegation 

of the prosecution that the accused Sri Pabitra Saikia in furtherance 

of his common intention with the co-accused Smti. Nibedita Deka 
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have used the forged certificate as genuine one knowing or having 

reason to believe it to be a forged one.

33. In  view  of  what  has  been  discussed  hereinabove  I  am  of  the 

considered view that the prosecution has been able to prove its 

case  beyond  all  reasonable  doubt.  It  is  hereby  hold  that  the 

accused Smti.  Nibedita Deka and Pabitra Saikia in furtherance of 

their common intention have used the forged certificate of Sabitri 

Bharali High School as genuine one knowing or having reason to 

believe  it  to  be  a  forged  one  and  thereby  have committed  the 

offence U/S 471/34 I.P.C.

34. The accused Smti. Nibedita Deka and Sri Pabitra Saikia are found 

guilty for the offence U/S 471/34 I.P.C.

C. Point of determination No.iii:  Whether the accused on or   

about the same date, time and place in furtherance of their 

common intention attempted to cheat the headmaster of 

Sabitri  Bharali  High  School  and  thereby  dishonestly 

attempted to induce him to deliver the gap certificate to 

them?

35. P.W.1  has  clearly  deposed  that  the  accused  Smti.  Nibedita  Deka  has 

produced a forged mark sheet and certificate before him for obtaining a 

gap certificate for studying higher secondary and his version is further 

corroborated by P.W.2. Moreover in the point for determination No.ii, it 

has  already  been  held  that  the  accused  Smti.  Nibedita  Deka  and  Sri 

Pabitra  Saikia  in  furtherance  of  their  common intention  has  used  the 

forged certificate as genuine one having knowledge or reason to believe 

the same to be a forged document. The ingredients of section 420 IPC 
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are (1)  cheating ;  (2)  dishonest  inducement  to  deliver  property  or  to 

make, alter or destroy any valuable security or anything  which is sealed 

or signed or is capable of being converted into a valuable security and (3) 

the mens rea   of the accused at the time of making inducement. In order 

to  bring  a  case  within  the  four  corners  of Section  420 of  the  I.P.C., 

prosecution is required to prima facie satisfy commission of offence of 

“cheating” as defined in Section 415 of the I.P.C. 

36. So the next question which arises in the present case is if a pass 

certificate can be termed as a valuable security or not. Section 30 

I.P.C. defines the term valuable security and a bare perusal of the 

said section shows that a pass certificate will not come under the 

definition of valuable security as the same will not confer any legal 

right to any person.

37. In the case at hand what we have found is that the accused Smti. 

Nibedita  Deka  in  furtherance  of  her  common intention  with  the 

accused Sri Pabitra Saikia has obtained a forged certificate which 

was later produced before the head master of the Sabitri Bharali 

High  School  for  obtaining  a  gap  certificate  for  studying  higher 

secondary. However when the same was considering for delivering 

the gap certificate, the head master came to know that the same 

was  a  forge  document  and  hence  he  did  not  deliver  the  gap 

certificate  to  the  accused.  Thus,  it  becomes very  clear  that  the 

accused persons had guilty mind since the inception and attempted 

to  cheat  the  head master  of  the  Sabitri  Bharali  High  School  by 

dishonestly inducing him to deliver a gap certificate on the basis of 

a  forged  document  which  as  has  already  been  discussed,  was 

obtained by the accused Smti. Nibedita Deka in furtherance of her 

common intention with the co-accused Pabitra Saikia and the same 

https://indiankanoon.org/doc/1306824/
https://indiankanoon.org/doc/1436241/
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shows that the accused has committed an offence U/S417/511/34 

I.P.C.

38. Thus, in the case in hand although the accused were charged U/S 

420/511/34  IPC but the evidence on record and above discussion 

leads to conclusion of a case U/S 417/511/34 IPC. 

39.  As per  section 222(2) Cr.P.C. “when a person is charged with 

an offence and facts are proved which reduce it to a minor offence, 

he  may  be  convicted  of  the  minor  offence,  although  he  is  not 

charged with it”. So, the said provision empowers a court to convict 

an accused on any minor offence though he was not charged with 

it.  Here,  along  with  the  other  charges,  the  accused  were  also 

charged  for  offence  under  sec  420/511/34  IPC  but  as  pass 

certificate  cannot  be  termed  as  a  valuable  security  hence  the 

accused  cannot  be  said  to  have  committed  an  offence  U/S 

420/411/34 I.P.C.  whereas the facts  and evidences proved that 

both  the  accused  have  attempted  to  cheat  the  headmaster  of 

Sabitri  Bharali  High  School,  hence  although  the  accused  were 

charged for offence US  420/411/34 I.P.C. but it can be reduced to 

a minor offence U/S 417/511/34 IPC by applying the provisions of 

section 222(2) Cr.P.C., as the offence U/S 417/511/34 I.P.C. is  a 

minor offence than the offence U/S 420/411/34 I.P.C. for which the 

accused were charged.

40. In view of the aforesaid discussion it is clear that the prosecution 

has proved beyond reasonable doubt that the accused persons  in 

furtherance  of  their  common  intention  attempted  to  cheat  the 
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headmaster of Sabitri Bharali High School and thereby dishonestly 

attempted to induce him to deliver the gap certificate and hence 

the accused have committed an offence U/S 417/511/34 I.P.C. 

41. The accused Smti. Nibedita Deka and Sri Pabitra Saikia are found 

guilty for the offence U/S 417/511/34 I.P.C. 

42. In view of the aforesaid discussions and based on the findings as 

arrived  for  all  the  point  for  determinations,  the  accused  Smti. 

Nibedita Deka and Sri Pabitra Saikia are found guilty for the offence 

U/S 471/34 R/W Sec 417/511/34 I.P.C. and are convicted for the 

same. 

43. The  accused  Smti.  Nibedita  Deka  and  Sri  Pabitra  Saikia  are 

acquitted  from other  charges  of  this  case  U/S  468/34  R/W Sec 

420/511/34 IPC. 

44. Considering  that  the  accused  persons  in  furtherance  of  their 

common intention have tried to use a forged document as genuine 

and attempted to cheat the headmaster of a School in which the 

accused Smti. Nibedita Deka studied, I am not inclined to give any 

benefit  of  any  provisions  of  Probation  of  Offenders  Act to  the 

accused persons as this type of offence have serious repercussion 

on the society and they bring down the education system. Also no 

repentance is shown by the accused persons during the trial, hence 

they may repeat the same type of offence if they are allowed the 

benefits of probation of offenders Act. 
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45. I  have  heard  the  both  the  accused/convicts  on  the  point  of 

sentence.  I  have also  heard  the  learned  A.P.P.  and  the  learned 

defence Counsels on the point of sentence.  The submissions by the 

accused/convict are recorded in separate sheets of paper.

46. The accused Smti. Nibedita Deka has submitted that she has been 

attending the court regularly and she has already suffered pain by 

attending the court regularly. She has further submitted that she 

has got a minor child, whom she needs to look after and as such 

prays for leniency in punishment.

47. The accused Sri Pabitra Saikia has submitted that he has got no 

earlier  criminal  record  and  as  such  prays  for  leniency  in 

punishment.

48. I have considered the submissions by the accused/convict. 

49.  In  State of U.P.  Vs Sanjay Kumar,  SLP(Crl)  No.  (2012)8 

SCC537;  6467/12(Crl.M.P.No.17082/12)   decided  on   21 

August,2012, the Hon’ble Supreme Court has held:

“Ultimately, it becomes the duty of the Courts to award proper sentence,  

having regard to the nature of the offence and the manner in which it was  

executed  or  committed  etc.  The  Courts  should  impose  a  punishment  

befitting the crime so that the Courts are able to accurately reflect public  

abhorrence of the crime. It is the nature and gravity of the crime, and not  

the  criminal,  which  are  germane  for  consideration  of  appropriate  

punishment in a criminal trial. Imposition of sentence without considering  

its effect on social order in many cases may be in reality, a futile exercise.  
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The survival of an orderly society demands the extinction of the life of a  

person who is proved to be a menace to social order and security. Thus,  

the Courts for the purpose of deciding just and appropriate sentence to be  

awarded for an offence, have to delicately balance the aggravating and  

mitigating  factors  and  circumstances  in  which  a  crime  has  been  

committed, in a dispassionate manner”.

50. The Aggravating Factors found in this case are:   The accused 

have used  a  forged  certificate  with  intention  to  cheat  the  head 

master of a School for issuing a gap certificate so that one of the 

accused may study Higher Secondary. Such type of offences have 

got many unforeseeable effects and the same is an offence against 

the society as a whole and not against any individual. This type of 

offence brings down the entire education system.

51. The Mitigating Factors of this case are:   No previous criminal 

records or conviction of the accused was shown by the prosecution.

52. I have considered the aggravating as well as the mitigating factors 

of  the  instant  case  and the  submissions  by  the  accused before 

sentencing the accused. The accused Smti. Nibedita Deka and Sri 

Pabitra Saikia are sentenced to undergo a simple imprisonment for 

one year each and to pay a fine of Rs. 2000/- (Two thousand) each 

for the offence U/S 471/34 IPC, it is further directed that both the 

accused shall undergo simple imprisonment for another two months 

each in default of the payment of compensation and the accused 

Smti. Nibedita Deka and Sri Pabitra Saikia are further sentenced to 

undergo  a  simple  imprisonment  for  three  months  each  for  the 

offence U/S 417/511/34 I.P.C. Both the sentence of imprisonment 

shall run concurrently. The period of detention already undergone 
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by  the  accused  Smti.  Nibedita  Deka  and  Sri  Pabitra  Saikia  in 

connection with this case, is to be set off from the total sentence of 

imprisonment awarded in this case.

53.  The Seized articles for which Zimma has already been given shall 

be retained by the custodian. The other seized articles be disposed 

of as per Law in due course.

54. Furnish  a  free  copy  of  the  judgment  to  both  the  accused 

immediately.

55. Judgment  is  pronounced  in  open  court.  Case  is  disposed  on 

contest.

Given under my hand and seal of this Court on this the    21ST    day of 

September,2017 at Kamrup(M).    

  

               

(Smti. Arpita Kar)

Judicial Magistrate 1  st   Class, Kamrup(M).  
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A P P E N D I X

1. Prosecution Witnesses  :-

    P.W.1: Sri Diju Kr. Kalita

    P.W.2: Sri Hareswar Kalita

    P.W.3: Sri Hare Krishna Deka

    P.W.4: Sri Ranjan Adhikari

    P.W.5: Dr. Tilaka Das.

    P.W.6: Sri Prabhat Ch. Das.

    P.W.7: Sri Loknath Deka

    P.W.8: Sri Pradip Kr. Dutta.

2. PROSECUTION EXHIBITS:-  

Exbt-1: F.I.R.

  Exbt-2,3,4: Seizure list

  Exbt-5: Opinion of handwriting expert, FSL.

  Exbt-6: Opinion of Registrar of Board of Secondary Education.

  Exbt-7: Charge Sheet. 

3. MATERIAL EXHIBITS:-  

M-Exbt-1: Admit Card

M-Exbt-2: Mark sheet.

M-Exbt-3: Registration Card.

M-Exbt-4: Certificate.

M-Exbt-5: Mark Sheet of S.E.B.A.

M-Exbt-6: Application by father of accused Smti. Nibedita Deka.

4. DEFENCE WITNESSES:-  

None.

5. DEFENCE EXHIBITS :-  

     None.

Judicial Magistrate 1  st   Class, Kamrup(M).  


